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SUPPLY vs. DEMAND DSR MARKET INSIGHTS COMMENTARY

Beef (Commodity) Increasing Available - Steady

Seasonal market influences will improve demand  and spark moderate 

price appreciation into late November. Production plants will be closed  

due to the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, so be aware of the potential 

for reduced harvest levels.

Butter Increasing Available - Strong
Cream availability is tightening in the East and Central regions. Retail 

demand remains strong in anticipation of the holiday season while 

Foodservice demand is steady.

Cheese Increasing Available - Strong
Cheese production is mixed, as labor and supply chain issues continue to 

be a challenge. Retail demand is strong approaching the coming 

holidays.

Fluid Dairy Increasing
Available - Steady (Class 1)     

Short - Strong (Class 2)

November fluid milk (Class 1), cultured and cream products (Class 2) are 

both increasing in cost.  Ultra Heat Treated (UHT) cream is in a critical 

supply situation as one of the nation’s largest cream packers has been hit 

hard by supply issues. Regions affected include the East Coast, South East 

and Midwest Great Lakes. 

Commodity Oils Stable Available - Strong
Commodity oil (soy, canola, etc.) prices have softened slightly, but still 

remain extremely high and are expected to maintain those levels for the 

foreseeable future.

Premium Oils Increasing Short - Strong
Most premium oil blends and high-oleic products are still on allocation 

due to weak crop harvest.  Deflation is not expected.

Pork (Commodity) Decreasing Available - Steady

With the holiday focus on hams and turkeys, pork butts are a stealth 

value as deflation is expected through the end of the year. Light 

spareribs are in short supply; medium spare ribs are plentiful with pricing 

currently at market lows. Sized back ribs are in short supply and will 

remain at premium prices compared to heavy, unsized product. 

Pork (Value-Added) Mixed Short - Steady
Expect shortages of hams for the upcoming holiday season. Bacon 

shortages remain as well. Breakfast sausage and pork-based pizza 

toppings are plentiful and declining in price.

Poultry (Turkey) Increasing Short – Strong
Extreme shortages exist on small (hen) whole turkeys.  Larger turkeys 

(tom) have some availability, but are still limited.  In either scenario, 

pricing remains at record high levels.  

Produce Increasing Short - Steady
Fall onion crop is heavy to medium size due to excessive summer heat. 

Jumbo and larger sizes are premium priced with no relief until new crop 

in April 2022. 
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Seafood (Fin Fish) Increasing Short - Strong

Overall, pollock is still limited in supply. The 2021 season is now 

complete, pulling in roughly 80% of 2020's catch and 60% of 2019's catch. 

Pollock will likely remain on tight allocation from all suppliers until the 

end of the first quarter, 2022. 

Shell Eggs Steady Available - Weak Market activity is slow to moderate.

Sugar Increasing Short - Strong
Demand is seasonally strong.  Sugar is available but surpluses do not 

exist.  Deflation is not expected for the 2021 holiday season.

Disposables Steady Available - Strong

After a dynamic 2020 - 2021, disposable glove sales are forecast to 

continue to grow at double digit levels for the next few years . The "new 

normal" will be chaotic: With the COVID variants showing no signs of 

slowing, the demand for disposable gloves will remain high. Planning 

and patience are key - Evaluate your buying patterns, ask questions, and 

understand your needs. 

All UniPro Foodservice DSR Market Insights information is based on domestic US market data, unless indicated otherwise. The UniPro Foodservice DSR Market Insights report  is not a 

recommendation to buy or sell a commodity.  While this report is based on sources we believe to be reliable and accurate, UniPro Foodservice does not guarantee the accuracy of the 

information presented.


